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Abstract: This paper discusses the new linguistic treatment which is formulated for the first time
in Neoplatonism, when Ammonius of Hermeias tries to compromise the linguistic views of Plato
and Aristotle in his commentary on Aristotle’s On Interpretation. Ammonius integrates doctrines of
Plato, Aristotle and Proclus, who was his teacher in Athens. According to Ammonius, Aristotle does
not contradict Plato, who believes in the ‘divine name-giver’, the one that attributed the original
names to beings; on the contrary, Aristotle confirms what Socrates says in the Cratylus, where he
reproaches both his interlocutors for their extreme views. Ammonius examines several aspects of
language, capturing Aristotle’s non-adherence to such an extremity. As he wishes to exempt Aristotle
from Proclus’ censure, his position does not rest on assumptions, but he goes so far as to investigate
Aristotle’s own linguistic behavior. Ammonius manifestly opts for reasoning the reconciliation
between Plato and Aristotle, but he is thus led to put the concept of a ‘specialist name-giver’ in
Aristotle’s mouth, without clarifying that he is talking about mankind, excluding the divine, although
Aristotle never talks about a ‘specialist’, but just about the need to create names, based on the
agreement between the members of a linguistic community.
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1. Introduction: Philosophy and Language

The subject of this paper is the new direction in philosophy of language as depicted in
the reception of Platonic linguistics by Ammonius of Hermeias, the 6th cent. Alexandrian
Neoplatonic commentator on Aristotle.

Interest in language can be traced in early ancient Greek philosophical texts.1 Histories
of linguistics usually take Plato and Aristotle as a starting point; however, a philosophical
approach to language can already be traced in the Homeric texts,2 in Pre-Socratic frag-
ments, as well as in texts of drama, having the form of a discussion about whether proper
names reveal reality: some Pre-Socratic fragments reveal the consideration of language
as a phenomenon,3 while texts of drama also designate an investigation into the relation
between names and reality.4 Later, a category of names denotes concepts and ideals such
as ‘virtue’, ‘glory’, ‘power’, and ‘bravery’ (see Thompson 2007, p. 680). Another category
includes paronyms that describe social status, the status within the family, or a corporal or
mental feature.5

With the Sophists, a very intense interest in language is expressed. The Sophists are
concerned with the so-called “nature vs. convention” debate, one of the great controversies
in ancient Greek thought. They claim that language is by convention, and that is why we
can interfere with it.6

The two positions are for the first time juxtaposed in Plato’s Cratylus, the earliest sur-
viving work in which an extensive conversation on language is put in words.7 The subject
is the “correctness of words” (ὀρθóτης τῶν ὀνoµάτων): among Socrates’ interlocutors,
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Hermogenes claims that names are completely conventional and Cratylus says that names
reveal the substance of the things they represent. According to Heraclitean Cratylus,8

names were given by a superior power (Crat. 438c), which is defined as a “god/demon” by
Socrates (Crat. 429a). Socrates attempts to reach a compromise between the two approaches
by claiming that a name functions as a “didactic tool” (ὄργανoν διδασκαλικóν) and as an
imitation (µίµηµα) which is “by-nature,” meaning that it fits the nature of what is named.9

Plato’s dialogue ends with no definite answer on the character of language, but Aristo-
tle is considered to give an explicit solution to the issue, in the first lines of On Interpretation,
a densely written text that has raised many issues among classicists, philosophers and
linguists:10 words are symbols of what happens in our mind after sensory perception (as it
can be cross-checked from his Sophistical Refutations;11 On Interpretation 16a4 ff):

῎Εστι µὲν oὖν τὰ ἐν τῇ ϕωνῇ τῶν ἐν τῇ ψυχῇ παθηµάτων σύµβoλα, καὶ τὰ
γραϕóµενα τῶν ἐν τῇ ϕωνῇ.

Now spoken sounds are symbols of affections in the soul, and written marks symbols of
spoken sounds. (Trans. (Ackrill 1968, p. 16))

However, Aristotle does not adopt Hermogenes’ total arbitrariness but points out that
there has to be an agreement on what words can be used among the members of a linguistic
community (On Interpretation 16a26–28):12

τὸ δὲ κατὰ συνθήκην, ὅτι ϕύσει τῶν ὀνoµάτων oὐδέν ἐστιν, ἀλλ᾿ ὅταν γένηται
σύµβoλoν . . .

“by convention” was introduced because nothing is by nature a noun or name—it is only
so when it becomes a symbol . . . (Trans. (Edghill 1968, p. 136))

Differences between Plato and Aristotle regarding their views on language are under-
standable, considering the quest for unchangeable principles in Plato’s dialogues. Since
language is called the “didactic instrument” of philosophy, there must be something sta-
ble as a reference point behind our everyday linguistic use according to Plato and not
everything can be based on human convention. On the other hand, Aristotle has a totally
different perspective, as he investigates the parts of speech to talk about linguistic construc-
tions in his On Interpretation, so as to explain how to form syllogisms in logic. Aristotle
does not adopt an absolute linguistic arbitrariness like Hermogenes in Plato’s Cratylus, but
he says nothing about “divine names”, or supernatural powers that some names originate
from. He is interested in human communication and he emphasizes the relation between
mind, reality and language, because he wants to treat the way human logic functions.

Neoplatonic commentators, especially from Porphyry onwards, discuss the relations
between things, concepts and words in their commentaries on Aristotle’s Categories.13

However, no one claims that Aristotle agrees with Plato when it comes to language, except
for Ammonius of Hermeias, who treats this issue in his commentary on Aristotle’s On Inter-
pretation. As a student of Proclus at Athens, but also the teacher of Simplicius, Philoponus,
Asclepius and probably Olympiodorus in Alexandria, where Aristotle was explained as
Plato’s “best student” to facilitate the access to the “Divine Plato,” Ammonius represents
a turning point in linguistic approaches and the concept of ‘name-giving’ itself, since he
differentiates himself from Proclus who had produced an authoritative commentary on
Plato’s Cratylus and another one on Aristotle’s On Interpretation that does not survive.
However, Ammonius’ treatment is a multi-layered one that has not been examined from
as many perspectives as possible, based on the rest of his linguistic formulations (see
Van den Berg 2004, 2008. See also Chriti 2011, 2019, 2021).

Ammonius is a particular case in the Neoplatonic tradition of commentaries, as it is
obvious in the discussion that follows. The value of this tradition has been acknowledged by
scholarship;14 however, a few basic remarks have to be formulated here, so that Ammonius’
contextualization is as clear as possible. Then, we will proceed with the relation between
Ammonius’ and Proclus’ writings regarding language, in order to highlight Ammonius’
innovations right after: in his effort to reconcile Plato and Aristotle, Ammonius presents
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Aristotle as accepting the concept of a ‘specialist name-giver’ for the first time, something
which is evidently crucial for the commentator, who wishes to present the two great
thinkers in agreement: Aristotle does not disagree with Plato’s rejection of “random
names” because, in philosophy there can be no such names, according to the needs of the
prescriptive environment of the School of Alexandria.

2. The Neoplatonic Tradition of Commentaries

The consideration of Neoplatonic commentaries as a deposit of valuable material for
the discussion of Plato’s and Aristotle’s philosophy, as well as of the two philosophers’
reception in Late Antiquity and in the Middle Ages, has been constantly gaining ground15

in recent decades. Scholars have paid special attention to these philosophers who “ex-
plain” Plato and Aristotle on the basis of their Neoplatonic doctrines and—in several
cases—adapted to the curricula of the Schools of Athens and Alexandria.16

Scholars who study Aristotle’s Neplatonic commentators are faced with17 the follow-
ing issues: (a) the “individuality” of each commentator, i.e., his origins, background, studies,
influences, and personal interests; (b) the particular character of the commentaries, many of
which were not written as completed treatises, but appear to be notes taken down during
courses which were taught as part of the curricula of the famous Neoplatonic Schools
of Athens and Alexandria,18 where Aristotle had to precede Plato as his “most faithful
student,” so as to contribute to the better understanding of his teacher’s philosophy.

The exegesis formulated by the Neoplatonic philosophers in the Alexandrian School is
directed according to the “principle of agreement”19 between Plato and Aristotle:20 most of
the commentators maintained that the careful study of Aristotle could contribute to a deeper
understanding of Platonic philosophy.21 What was happening especially in the School of
Alexandria22 has to be contextualized historically and philosophically, since we are dealing
with a metropolis during a period of transition, i.e., Late Antiquity, when classical culture
was perceived and analyzed from many aspects by grammarians, poets, philosophers,
politicians, theologians, and pagans of different ethnic backgrounds including Greeks, Jews,
Egyptians and Romans and where it was obviously important for ancient Greek philosophy
to be presented as united, opposite to this multi-cultural mosaic. It was in this milieu that
the “principle of agreement” emerged and was followed by one of the most important
representatives of the city’s School, Ammonius of Hermeias.

3. Ammonius, Proclus, Plato and Aristotle

Ammonius of Hermeias, the Head of the School in Alexandria, is the only commentator
who applies the “principle of agreement” visavis the linguistic positions of Plato and
Aristotle.23 Ammonius extensively formulates theoretical views on the very character of
language and his treatment is of high interest, especially from the perspective of the way
that Neoplatonic doctrines were transferred from Athens, where he was a student of Proclus,
to Alexandria, where the student became a teacher and the Head of the city’s School.

Ammonius’ commentary on Aristotle’s On Interpretation is one of the two surviving
Greek Neoplatonic commentaries written on one of the two surviving “linguistic texts” of
ancient Greek philosophy, namely Plato’s Cratylus and Aristotle’s On Interpretation: Pro-
clus’ commentary on the Cratylus, mentioned above, is the other.24 Ammonius certainly
conveys material also from Proclus’ lost commentary On Interpretation,25 but the parallel
study of Ammonius’ commentary with his teacher’s one on the Cratylus affords impor-
tant correspondences, but differences as well,26 the latter highlighting a new direction of
Neoplatonic teaching, which has to be examined in the frame of the respective historical,
cultural, philosophical contexts.

Since Plato’s and Aristotle’s basic linguistic views were mentioned above, let us
proceed with Proclus’ approaches in his commentary on the Cratylus, which have been
extensively discussed by Van den Berg (2004), a scholar who has substantially contributed
to the study of the relation between the commentaries of Proclus and Ammonius; an
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attempt is made in this paper to approach this relation from another perspective. Proclus
believes in the existence of divine names from which many of the names that we use
derive.27 However, parameters that are not sufficiently discussed by Van den Berg as
related to a possible new direction of Neoplatonic linguistic philosophy in Alexandria
after Proclus include (a) his theory of the multiplicity of the “by-nature” existence, which
supplies Ammonius with new potential in theorizing the agreement between Plato and
Aristotle; (b) Ammonius’ other linguistic theoretical formulations.

Proclus explains that there are four ways to hold that something is “by-nature”:28

(a) like a substance and its parts in any living creature; (b) like acts and forces, e.g., heat;
(c) like shadows or reflections and (d) like artificial images (τεχνηταὶ εἰκóνες) which are
similar to their “archetypes.”29 There is an issue with the text transmission here, obscuring
the position held by Cratylus himself: whether Cratylus adopts the third or the fourth “by-
nature” approach (see Van den Berg 2004, p. 197), according to Proclus Cratylus believes
that the first name-giver introduced names in an “artful way” (ἐντέχνως). Proclus attacks
Aristole’s conventionalism, classifying him with Hermogenes, although this is far from true.
He also classifies Socrates among those who believe that names are “by-nature” due to
their initial imposition, aiming at their resemblance to the nature of what is expressed: they
originate from the name-giver’s or the scientist’s intelligence, and not from any natural
tendency. In a nutshell, Proclus’ view is that names are both by-nature and by-law, meaning
not any law, or any random convention among people, but the eternal Platonic law.30

4. A New Direction: Ammonius

Ammonius argues that the approaches to language are not in fact two, i.e., “by-nature
(ϕύσει)” and “by-convention (θέσει)”, but multiple. He explains that there are two ways
to argue that language is “by-nature”: the first is to claim that names are created by nature
as the “Heraclitean”31 Cratylus argues when he says that each thing has its own “proper
name” given to it by nature, just like various senses have been defined by nature for various
sensible things. This happens because, according to Ammonius’ interpretation of Cratylus,
names look like the “natural” and not the “artificial”32 images of things, and when the
latter says “natural” he means images like shadows and reflections,33 obviously referring
to representations created by a natural cause, such as a shadow (created by the specific way
light falls on an object). These “images and reflections” are not cited by Cratylus but are
to be found in Plato’s Republic (402b). Ammonius adds that according to the above view,
these are the only genuine names, and whoever does not use them does not actually name,
but only produces sounds.34

The second way to maintain that names are natural is that they fit the nature of the
objects they designate: thus, Ἀγησίλαoς (ἄγω + λαóς), Ἀρχίδαµoς (ἀρχή + δῆµoς), etc.,
are suitable for someone who is a good leader, while names such as Eὐτύχιoς (εὐτυχέω)
and Eὔπρακτoς (εὐπρακτέω) would be suitable for anyone who has luck on his side.35

The adherents of this view believe that names are similar, not to “natural images” such as
shadows, but to “artificial images” of things, such as paintings, in which there is an attempt
to depict forms in the most faithful way.36

Ammonius enriches his theory by introducing also two alternative approaches to the
“θέσει-view”, options that are not mentioned by Proclus: there are those who argue that
any name could be connected with anything, which is Hermogenes’ view.37 The alternative
“θέσει-view” that Ammonius proposes echoes Cratylus’ “ϕύσει-approach,” in considering
names as not assigned by anyone, but by the one and only name-giver (or by someone who
is at his service), someone with knowledge of the nature of things and proposes their names
according to this nature.38 These names are by-convention, Ammonius claims, because
they do not originate from nature, but they are composed following the inventiveness of a
“rational soul” (λoγικῆς ἐπίνoια ψυχῆς),39 albeit on the basis of the things’ nature.40

It can hardly be doubted that Ammonius’ theoretical core is taken from his teacher
Proclus, despite the fact that Proclus does not introduce a variety of “by-convention”
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existence. Ammonius resorts to his teacher’s idea of “multiplicity” in this case, something
which is evidently of high importance for him, since Ammonius argues that the second
“ϕύσει-approach” (names as “artificial likenesses”) is identified with the second “θέσει-
approach” (names by the name-giver): names imposed by someone can be viewed as “θέσει”,41

but in the respect that they fit the thing’s nature they can also be viewed as “ϕύσει”. Let
us remember here that Socrates too suggests that names are neither “by-convention” in
Hermogenes’ way,42 nor “by-nature” in Cratylus’ (and Heraclitus’) way.43 That is why
Ammonius notes that Socrates himself clarifies this same idea, suggesting that names are
neither θέσει nor ϕύσει as Hermogenes and Cratylus, respectively, claim. Names are,
of course, θέσει, because they are “imposed,” but they are also ϕύσει, because they are
“imposed” according to each thing’s nature.44 Furthermore, Ammonius takes it for granted
that Socrates expresses Plato’s views, so if he proves that Aristotle agrees with Socrates’
sayings, he will have proved that Aristotle basically agrees with Plato.

Let us try to evaluate so far Ammonius’ positions in comparison to those of Proclus
but also in their own right. First of all, although Proclus generally refers to the concept of
“being by-nature,” Ammonius restricts his teacher’s theory to language and reduces the
“by-nature” aspects from four to two. Plus, Ammonius equips the theory with alternative
ways of existing “by-convention,” something that Proclus fails to do. The student uses
his teacher’s third example (αἱ σκιαὶ καὶ αἱ ἐµϕάσεις) as his first “by-nature” approach.
Regarding the fourth Proclean alternative (αἱ τεχνηταὶ εἰκóνες), Ammonius does not use
the term ἀρχέτυπoν, (“archetype, model”), but only “artificial likeness,” explaining that
this likeness fits the nature of what is named. Furthermore, Cratylus is considered by
Proclus to be an advocate of names as “artificial likenesses” of things, while Ammonius
enlists Cratylus on the side of the “absolute naturalists,” who believe that names are like
shadows. Proclus does not refer to “natural likeness” at all, but to shadows and reflections,
which he differentiates from “artificial likenesses.” Thus, Ammonius characterizes shadows
as “natural likenesses” and distinguishes them from “artificial likenesses” just like his
teacher, but, unlike Proclus, he enlists Cratylus among the advocates of the “names as
shadows” approach. Finally, the “name-giver” does not seem to have an explicit identity:
he is not referred to as a “divine” one, but neither is he mentioned to be human. It is
difficult to exclude that Ammonius insinuates a divine name-giver, especially if we take
into consideration that he also refers to “someone at his service” right after: can the name-
giver be a human being and have other human beings at his service when it comes to
name-assigning? If yes, this is admittedly a weird concept coming from the mouth of
a Neoplatonist. What is certain is that Ammonius’ expert name-giver is also called a
“scientist,” just like by Proclus.45

Both Proclus and Ammonius believe that names are natural and conventional but
Ammonius does not refer to the divine names, as Van den Berg (2004, p. 198) correctly
stresses Ammoniusdoes not seem interested in divine names, maybe because he is bound
to justify the agreement between Aristotle and Plato and it is difficult to imagine how the
concept of the ‘divine names’ could contribute to such an effort. Van den Berg argues
differently but let us return to this point after discussing all the parameters of Ammonius’
exposition. Ammonius obviously concentrates on the potential that the four ways of
approaching names offer to him: as he is interested in reconciling Aristotle’s symbols with
Plato’s views on language, he endeavors to moderate Aristotle’s conventionalism, by
dividing the two extreme options into sub-categories, some of which can be combined in
his analysis.

His attempt continues with compromising the two prima facie opposite terms in Aris-
totle’s semantic passage, i.e., likenesses designating natural semantic bond and symbols
depicting conventional representation. Aristotle claims—according to Ammonius—that
due to the way a name is invented (= in accord with the substance of what is expressed),
but also due to the way it is then used, it is not “natural,” but it can be considered as a
“likeness according to techne” (ὁµoίωµα κατὰ τέχνην).46 First of all, Aristotle refers simply
to likenesses and does not even imply a distinction between “natural” and “non-natural
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likeness.” Ammonius is surely aware of Aristotle’s formulated contrast between the terms
likeness and symbol, which he evidently tries to reconcile.

The two terms are not compatible with one another and only symbol renders words
in Aristotle’s text, while likeness is close to Plato’s µίµηµα. In fact, Aristotle uses the
term “ὁµoίωµα” in On Interpretation, to render natural and not conventional bonds but
Ammonius attempts to create a new term, which combines the two opposed ones; he does
not deny that a name is a symbol, since it is explicitly said to be as such by Aristotle, but
he adds the alternative that a name can also be rendered a “likeness according to techne”
(“ὁµoίωµα κατὰ τέχνην”). According to Ammonius, the advocates of this view believe
that these names are not like “natural likenesses” such as shadows,47 but like “artificial
likenesses,” such as painted ones, differing from model to model, in the effort to look like
what they represent.48

The concept of “artificial” is important here, since it echoes the Socratic/Platonic idea
of “τέχνη,”49 by which names are assigned by the divine name-giver in the Cratylus.50

Proclus in his commentary on the Cratylus uses the phrase “κατὰ τέχνην” along with
the term “κατ’ ἐπιστήµην,” when he cites the way that names were assigned and this
specific part of his discussion has not been extensively discussed as related to Ammonius’
treatment. The primary distinction that Proclus makes is between names imposed by the
gods and names imposed by humans.51 In Proclus’ view, humans and “divine causes” are
interconnected, without any clear separation of the role of each. In his description of how
names were first attributed and despite his primary distinction—in regard to the origin
of names—between names which represent ἀίδια (“everlasting, eternal”) and those which
represent ϕθαρτά (“destructible, perishable”),52 people define names for ἀίδια just like
gods: in this category belong names which have been assigned by humans, or have resulted
from causes of a divine nature, or names which are exclusively κατὰ ἄνθρωπoν, and also
names given by gods and δαίµoνες. Concerning the ἀίδια named by humans, there are
those which are credited κατ᾿ ἐπιστήµην (“according to knowledge”) and those which are
suggested ἄνευ ἐπιστήµης (“without knowledge”). When Proclus discusses the second
sub-category of the primary division, he points out that even names for “destructible
things” can be assigned κατὰ τέχνην, in contrast to ἄνευ τέχνης/διανoίας. The second
case comprises names which are given due to some kind of unknown “divine” cause, which
is called chance, such as Orestes.53 However, if there is no “divine cause,” names are assigned
to express hope, memory, or neither of these.54

Ammonius is evidently influenced by the above considerations, although he does not
refer to all the cases of name-giving and their sub-categories that his teacher considers,
because his main interest is to compromise Aristotle’s symbol with Platonic linguistic views.
Therefore, he is selective, and he only prefers to borrow the concept of “attributing a name
according to techne,” in the light of the Platonic “name-giver,” who assigns names motivated
by his knowledge of things. What Ammonius apparently does here is to distinguish an
“artificial likeness” of a thing from natural qualities, the first being in the sense of a realized
or wished-for quality of what is named.

Ammonius’ conviction that the character of a symbol is not incompatible with a certain
aspect of a likeness also conveys Proclus’ view that names are both by-nature and by-law.
Ammonius explains that there is no incompatibility between the terms ὁµoίωµα τεχνητὸν
and σύµβoλoν for ὄνoµα, because when something is assigned without referring to the
representation of a certain thing (ἀσκóπως, “without a purpose;” this may be the only
point where Ammonius could be implying Proclus’ considerations on names given not
according to techne), then it can just be simply called a σύµβoλoν; however, names that are
assigned following the rational soul (κατὰ λóγoν) of an “expert” are symbols55 only from
the perspective of consisting of various syllables.56 A name’s compatibility with the nature
of the thing which is represented (τῇ ϕύσει τoῦ ὀνoµαζoµένoυ πρoσῆκoν) also renders
it ὁµoίωµα. Evidently, Ammonius believes that names which are attributed without any
knowledge of what is represented, i.e., without the purpose to be connected with certain
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signified contents, are mere symbols. To put it the other way around, mere symbols are
“representatives/messengers without a purpose.” On the other hand, “symbols with a
purpose” are imposed “according to reason,” meaning obviously the reason of the learned
giver: these names, in spite of being considered as likenesses, due to their compatibility with
the signified content’s nature, they can also be called symbols, since they are represented by
a variety of vocal sounds. In other words, Ammonius seems to be reversing the starting
point of the argumentation and the aimed conclusion, as he takes for granted that a name
“according to reason” is a likeness and he concludes that it is a symbol too.

Ammonius attempts to find a compromise by means of creating a new term, which
combines the two opposed ones, not distancing himself from Aristotelian terminology; he
does not deny that a name is a symbol, since it is explicitly said to be as such by Aristotle,
but he adds the alternative that a name can also be rendered a “likeness according to techne”
(“ὁµoίωµα κατὰ τέχνην”), integrating the Platonic concept of techne and following his
teacher’s doctrine that names are both, but putting it in Aristotle’s mouth.

Additionally, the wishful conclusion comes for Ammonius (Amm., On Int. 37.15–18):

Oὐδὲν oὖν πρὸς ταῦτα διάϕoρoν oὐδὲ ὁ Ἀριστoτέλης ἐν τoύτoις διατάττεται
λέγων oὐδὲν τῶν ὀνoµάτων εἶναι ϕύσει· τoῦτo γὰρ αὐτῶν ἀπoϕάσκει τὸϕύσει,
ὅπερ ἐπρέσβευoνoἱ ῾Ηρακλείτειoι, καθάπερ καὶ Πλάτων, oὐκ ἂν oὐδὲ αὐτὸς
παραιτησάµενoς oὕτως αὐτὰ καλέσαι ϕύσει, ὡς ὁ θεῖoς ἀξιoῖ Πλάτων.

Nor does Aristotle prescribe any differently from this when he says here that no name is
‘by nature’. For he denies of them the sense of ‘by nature’ which the Heracliteans were
advocating, just as Plato did, and he would not have declined to call them ‘by nature’ in
the same sense as the divine Plato does. (Trans. (Blank 1996, pp. 45–46))

Ammonius has now moderated Aristotle’s conventionalism, he has proved that the
philosopher’s terms do not classify him with Hermogenes but with Socrates’ (and Plato’s)
reconciling approach and the commentator is now able to prove that Aristotle does not
accept total arbitrariness regarding names, but the middle solution suggested by Socrates
in the Cratylus, i.e., Plato.

5. Aristotle according to Ammonius

Ammonius’ argumentation to prove that Aristotle is not a total conventionalist contin-
ues in a remarkable way. Ammonius expresses his surprise with Aristotle’s formulation
that “no name is by-nature,” while Socrates in the Cratylus struggles to prove the oppo-
site in his exchanges with Hermogenes.57 Ammonius attempts to deal with Aristotle’s
explicit denial of the “by-nature” approach to language. He primarily states that Aris-
totle would not have disagreed with the Platonic/Socratic “by-nature” approach, which
Ammonius claims is not the same as Cratylean absolute naturalism, but as the second “by-
convention-approach.”58 To reinforce his view that Aristotle would agree with the idea of
the imposition of names according to the nature of things, Ammonius refers to Aristotelian
works where the philosopher imposes names himself, according to the “nature” of things,
such as the names αὐτóµατoν and κενóν in the Physics59 or the names ψεκάς and ὑετóς

in the Meteorology.60 Finally, Ammonius invokes the names that were invented by Aristotle
himself, such as “ἐντελέχεια,”61 and the new terms he uses in On Interpretation, such as
“ἀóριστoν ὄνoµα” (16a32), “ἀóριστoν ῥῆµα” (16b13), “ἀντίϕασις” (17a33). In cases like
these, Aristotle plays for Ammonius the role of the name-giver.62

In Categories, Aristotle says that, “it may sometimes be necessary for us to create a
word, when there is no word available in language which can render a thing.”63 He points
out that when someone becomes aware of a lack of words, he can depart from disposable
words and create new ones, on the basis of what he has, or on the basis of their opposites.64

In Nicomachean Ethics, Aristotle says that language does not have words for many things
(τὰ πλείω ἀνώνυµα), and he encourages the creation of new words, so that there can be
clarity and communication of our ideas. In Rhetoric, he also suggests the way that metaphor
as a linguistic function can contribute to the creation of new terms for things that are not
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named yet: we must “transfer” (µεταϕέρω) from words which belong to the same family
in terms of meaning and morphology.65 Aristotle’s new words are always based on familiar
linguistic material of his mother tongue.66

In his commentary on Categories, Ammonius depicts the invention of “new names” on
the part of the philosophers and scientists like geometers,67 who are often obliged to create
new names but they always do it in a perceptible way68 and on the basis of existing words,
a practice that confirms for Ammonius that not all names are random: in cases where there
is no word available for a concept under discussion, the “invention” of a new word is based
on words conceptually close, i.e., on semantic closeness, so that the new word can sound
morphologically familiar to the speakers of the language and the specific practice certifies
for Ammonius that Aristotle rejects “absolute arbitrariness.”69 Ammonius often refers to
philosophers as name-givers and he insists that “new words” should sound familiar to
native speakers. He makes the observation that philosophers are often criticized for the
new words they use but he justifies the specific practice: had there been available words,
these scholars would not have been obliged to invent new ones.

6. Ammonius against Total “Naturalness”: Magical Discourse

After Aristotle’s rejection of absolute arbitrariness, Ammonius proves himself to
exclude total naturalness in language. He explains that one of the arguments against the
“by-convention” character of language is magical discourse. Thus, Dousareios of Petra,70 who
obviously rejects linguistic convention, cites prayers and curses, where it is believed that
uttered names benefit or harm people in the name of whom they are uttered.71 Evidently it
was clear before Ammonius that such vocal sounds had a certain reference, but could not
be classified among the “normal” words that signify things. The classification of magical
discourse72 among “natural vocal sounds” may be the first attested one in ancient literature:
a curse is considered as a “by-nature” utterance and is distinguished from language which
is θέσει λóγoς.

Ammonius accepts the natural character of magical discourse, but he remarks that it
cannot constitute an argument in defense of the “natural character” of language in general,
by observing that magical discourse is not an indicator generally of human language, since
it concerns the communication between human beings and gods and the “θέσει-attribute”
only concerns human communication. Under no circumstances should we consider that
there could ever be an agreement between human beings and gods and that is why the
specific vocal sounds could never be considered as “by-convention:”73 those who believe
that names uttered in prayers and curses can be considered as speech, should know that
there can never be a convention between humans and gods. What Ammonius may mean is
that magical discourse cannot be brought up as a proof against the “conventional nature” of
language, since it is a particular kind of discourse and not a designator of human language.
However, the commentator does not refer to any “divine names” when he discusses magical
discourse, although he admits a metaphysical character in this specific kind of expression
and communication.

It is probably the first time that the approach to magical discourse is contextualized in
a discussion on the character of language and this has to be acknowledged to Ammonius.
Considering such an aspect of linguistic expression, which was, of course, very popular
in antiquity, however very little discussed, reveals how pre-occupied Ammonius is with
language in general.

7. Concluding Remarks

Let us recapitulate: Ammonius is engaged in a complicated and extensive treatment
of Platonic, Aristotelian and Proclean linguistics, a discussion that has not been examined
from every possible aspect so far.

It is beyond any doubt that Ammonius differentiates himself from his teacher Proclus
as Van den Berg (2004, p. 192) convincingly argues; in addition, we have no reason to believe
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that Proclus may have formulated different views in his lost commentary on Aristotle’s
On Interpretation, positions which may have affected Ammonius. It has been claimed that
Ammonius does not believe in the metaphysical potential of names and this is proven by
the fact that he does not discuss “divine names.”74 However, Ammonius acknowledges
a metaphysical character of linguistic expression when he treats magical discourse. In
addition, given what Ammonius says in his commentary on Categories, he is a believer of
the soul’s immanent content, as it has been kept after its fall into the world of matter75 and
accordingly he explicitly states that names help the soul recollect that forgotten content:76

this means that Ammonius does not distance himself from this crucial Neoplatonic doctrine,
let alone that he refers to the name-giver without excluding a divine nature for him, as
it was discussed above. All these parameters should have been taken into consideration
when studying Ammonius’ approach to “divine names”.

Ammonius explains the different semiosis of likenesses and symbols and follows a
strategy helping him to prove Aristotle’s common points with Plato. That is why his
effort to compromise the two thinkers is more intense and evident when it comes to the
discussion of Aristotle’s symbol and Plato’s tool/µίµηµα, because the specific terms and the
respective treatments represent the different and opposing views concerning the character
of language. Ammonius’ creation of new terms such as ὁµoίωµα κατὰ τέχνην, σύµβoλoν
κατὰ λóγoν τεθέν, contributes to his effort to demonstrate that there is no contradiction
between Aristotle and what Socrates says in the Cratylus when he considers a name as
a µίµηµα.77 He endeavors to moderate the contrast between the Socratic tool and the
Aristotelian identification of it with the “by-nature” character, by coining terms, since he
is preoccupied with smoothing the absolute conventionality of names by showing that
Aristotle does not oppose Socrates’ (and Plato’s) approach.

Therefore, the fact that Ammonius does not refer to the divine names should be
contextualized in his multi-faceted treatment, which was formulated in a School different
than the Athenian one, from the aspect of being framed by a different milieu, where the
“principle of agreement” has another importance. Ammonius is very much influenced by
Proclus, but the student’s use of the teacher’s models and terms seems rather selective: he
emphasizes the name-giver’s knowledge of things, his pre-conceptions of what is to be
named and he prefers the term “according to techne,” which he alternates with “according
to reason,” a term which does not occur in Proclus’ specific discussion. Ammonius follows
Socrates’ mediating spirit, by opposing both to Cratylus and Hermogenes; he profits from
Socrates’ view on the variety of vocal sounds, from Proclus’ theoretical conception of
“the four ways to exist by-nature,” and also from his discussion on the various ways of
name-assigning where human and divine forces are not distinctively separated, from the
practice of magical discourse, from Aristotle’s own linguistic behavior, as well as from his
contemporary scientists’ linguistic practices, to argue that, in Aristotle’s semantic theory,
which preceded Plato in the educational guidelines of his School, there is no objection to
Plato’s approach to language. By emphasizing Aristotle as not accepting total arbitrariness
and by supporting Ammonius himself a certain degree of diversity in oral speech and
in written word (just like Proclus), he supplies his position with new terms which testify,
according to him, that Aristotle too, just like Plato, considered language the instrument
of philosophy.

Indeed, Aristotle does not maintain that anyone can name anything any way he
wishes, but he stresses that a word’s use is established “when it becomes a symbol.”78

Aristotle’s belief in convention should be interpreted as belief in “common agreement,” not
in “absolute arbitrariness”79 and a limit to convention is certainly expressed in his writings:
however, it has to be acknowledged that the way Aristotle considers and uses convention as
subsequent to conceptual proximities and to the linguistic use of his environment is firstly
studied from this particular angle by Ammonius in his commentary. He may aspire to
prove that Aristotle is in no disagreement with Plato, but he is admittedly the first scholar
to give such an account of Aristotle’s linguistic behavior and to stress how important is it
to articulate new words in philosophical research.
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In his effort to harmonize Aristotle’s linguistic approaches with Plato’s, Ammonius
studies several aspects of human linguistic practices in a comparative manner, revealing
his degree of awareness that human utterance and name-assignment is a multi-leveled
phenomenon and that philosophy, as well as sciences, need language to create new terms
for the sake of their progress. The Head of the School of Alexandria is preoccupied
with proving that a one-sided approach to language can be misleading, reminding us
of Socrates in the Cratylus. His argumentation has to be examined from many aspects:
he argues against extremities, he tries to prove that Aristotle is not an adherent of total
arbitrariness, he assures us that magical discourse concerns communication between the
gods and the human beings, and he treats the coining of new terms by philosophers. In
general, the fact that Ammonius does not refer to the metaphysical powers of the divine
names when discussing Aristotle’s linguistics should not be investigated as separated
from his overall stance towards language and his interest in human linguistic practices,
including his consciousness of the need to create names for the sake of new knowledge and
science. He is pre-occupied with human name-assigning and his comments on philosophers,
geometers and scientists could be considered as relevant, at least to an extent, with what
was happening in his era, in a multi-cultural metropolis with a complicated net of contacts,
where and when many fields of research were defined or re-defined.

Perhaps it would be more profitable for scholarship to approach Ammonius in this
context and not just from one aspect, since the context of the Athenian School of Proclus was
different. Therefore, the needs have changed regarding what it means to be a Neoplatonic
commentator/philosopher while Ammonius is the Head of the School in Alexandria.
Evidently, through the lenses of Ammonius, Aristotle adopted the concept of a specialist
“name-giver” and eventually this is what Ammonius taught to Simplicius, Philoponus,
Asclepius, Olympiodorus and other Neoplatonists in the School of Alexandria, where a
philosopher had to conceive of Plato and Aristotle as a continuum, for the sake of initiation
to Neoplatonism.
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Notes
1 For a general survey of ancient Greek reflection on language, see (Kotzia and Chriti 2014).
2 See, i.e., Iliad 6.402–403, about the name of young Skamandrios/Astyanax. Concerning the name-giving techniques in Homer, see

(Thompson 2007, p. 677).
3 See, e.g., fr. 23 Diels-Kranz, in which Heraclitus, supporting the “coexistence of opposites”, refers to the perception of the ‘unjust’

as necessary for the perception of ‘just’. On the development of philosophical thought on the nature of language from the
Pre-Socratics to Plato, see (Kotzia and Chriti 2014), I–II.3 with further bibliography.

4 Strepsiades in Aristophanes’ Clouds (pp. 65–75) wishes to name his son Pheidonides in reference to his father’s stinginess
(ϕείδoµαι); see (Thompson 2007, p. 678). Another example: the Chorus in Agamemnon tries to explain the etymology of Helen’s
name (῾Ελένη<εἷλoν<αἱρῶ): 681–698; regarding Helen’s name, see (Sluiter 2015, pp. 907–9).

5 Thus, according to Strabo, Theophrastus was named after his particular divine gift of eloquence, as his real name was Tyrtamus
which was considered ‘ill-sound’ (13.2.1.7–11).

6 See (Kotzia and Chriti 2014, 1.2). The famous homo mensura of Protagoras (πάντων χρηµάτων µέτρoν ἐστὶν ἄνθρωπoς; fr. 80 BQ
DK) is applied to language, and Protagoras himself corrects Homer: Aristotle refers to Protagoras’ remark on the Iliad’s very first
verse, that Homer should have used a wish instead of a command (Iliad 1.1: Mῆνιν ἄειδε θεά . . . ; Poetics 1456b14 ff.= 80A1 DK).

7 Among the numerous studies on the Cratylus some are selectively cited here: (Dalimier 1998; Sedley 2003; Ademollo 2011;
Ademollo 2022).
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8 On the issue of whether Cratylus is “Heraclitean”, see Aristotle’s Metaphysics A 6, 987a32; M 4, 1078b12; Γ 5, 1010a7: in these texts,
Aristotle expresses the tendency to connect Heraclitus’ approach to constant change to Cratylus’ approach; see (Dalimier 1998,
p. 24).

9 Crat. 388b13-c1 and423b9–11.
10 For a thorough investigation of Aristotle’s semantic passage, see (Chriti 2018).
11 Sophistical Refutations 165a6 ff. See also (Kotzia and Chriti 2014).
12 For this specific discussion, see also (Chriti 2018).
13 See right below.
14 See in detail next section right below.
15 See (Hadot 1998, pp. 3–10); apart from P. Hadot and I. Hadot (1990), K. Praechter’s (1990) and P. Moraux’s (1984) studies

emphasized the philosophical value of these commentaries. On the way philosophy of the commentators between 200 and
600 AD connects ancient with mediaeval philosophy, see (Sorabji 2004, pp. 1–3).

16 Concerning the study of Aristotle’s commentators in particular, the enormous enterprise of the series “Ancient Commenta-
tors on Aristotle” directed by Richard Sorabji and his collaborators has been shedding light on crucial issues of the Neopla-
tonic commentaries.

17 R. Sorabji in his Introductions to Aristotle Transformed (Sorabji 1990a, pp. 3–17) and The Philosophy of the Commentators (Sorabji
2004, pp. 1–28) addresses the above thorny issues.

18 In these Schools, Porphyry’s Introduction to Aristotle was the first text to be explained. After Porphyry’s Introduction, Aristotle’s
treatises were taught as the minor mysteries (ἐλάσσoνα µυστήρια) starting from Categories, and then the Schools would proceed
to the Platonic dialogues as the major mysteries (µείζoνα µυστήρια). From Porphyry onwards and with very few exceptions,
Neoplatonic commentaries are formed as notes on courses, and this turning point is depicted by Ebbesen (1981, p. 133); Ebbesen’s
view is also adopted by (Kotzia 1992, p. 21). Concerning the School of Ammonius, son of Hermeias, see (Sorabji 1990b); see also
(Westerink et al. [1990] 2003, pp. x–xlii); (Blumenthal 1993, pp. 307–25). On Ammonius, see the bibliography in (Blank 1996). See
also (Golitsis 2008, p. 9).

19 See (Karamanolis 2006). The specific principle was followed by the commentators in different degrees and the only ones who did
not apply it were Themistius and, much later, Michael Psellos and scholars from the circle of Anna Comnene (see Sorabji 1990b,
p. 3).

20 See Simpl. On Cat. 7.29–32. This particular tendency goes back to Aristotle’s immediate circle: see (Kotzia 2007a, pp. 194–201).
21 This hermeneutic “instrument” is connected with their second principle, “explaining Aristotle from Aristotle” (Ἀριστoτέλη ἐξ

Ἀριστoτέλoυς σαϕηνίζειν), according to Aristarchus’ famous principle “explaining Homer from Homer,” as they believe that
only the philosopher who thoroughly knows Aristotle is able to explicate the “superficial” disagreements between the approaches
of the two great thinkers. For more details, see (Kotzia 2007a, pp. 205–22). This is the “transformed” and “Platonic” Aristotle (see
the relevant title of Sorabji’s book (Sorabji 1990a).

22 On the survival of the cultural life in Alexandria after the decay of other important cities of that era, see (Pontani 2020, p. 378).
23 On Ammonius’ linguistics, see (Chriti 2011, 2019, 2021).
24 For a discussion about whether Proclus’ text is a commentary or a collection of scholia, see (Van den Berg 2008, p. 93).
25 See (Sorabji 1990b, pp. 5–7); Ammonius himself declares that he has learned Proclus’ exegesis by heart, so that he can understand

Aristotle’s text, meaning, obviously, Proclus’ commentary on the same treatise; Amm. On Int. 1.7–10.
26 Van den Berg (2004, pp. 191–201) discusses the two commentaries comparatively especially from the perspective of what Proclus

and Ammonius considered a name to be.
27 Concerning the way that the divine names are used, see the discussion by (Van den Berg 2004, p. 194).
28 Procl. On Crat. 17.1 ff.
29 The term archetype (ἀρχέτυπoν) is not used by Plato. Proclus uses it when commenting on Platonic works to declare what cannot

be perceived by the senses, a sort of an original model that is reproduced and imitated; On Repub. 1.76.23, 2.282.8, 2.296.17; On
Parm. 912.34; On Crat. 20.2; On Tim. 1.265.24. The Neoplatonic commentators use the term in the sense of the “model” which the
“Platonic creator” tries to imitate; Amm. On Porph. ‘Intr.’ 42.18; On Int. 43.15; Porph. On Harm. 33.53; Simpl. On Phys. 224.23.

30 Procl. On Crat. 17.15 ff.
31 See above, note 9.
32 On the terms τεχνητóς/κατὰ τέχνην, see below.
33 Amm. On Int., 34.23 ff.: ὡς ϕύσεως αὐτὰ εἶναι oἰóµενoι δηµιoυργήµατα, καθάπερ ἠξίoυ Kρατύλoς ὁ ῾Ηρακλείτειoς . . . oἷoν

ταῖς σκιαῖς καὶ τoῖς ἐν ὕδασιν ἢ τoῖς κατóπτρoις ἐµϕαίνεσθαι εἰωθóσι.
34 Amm. On Int., 34.29–31; see Crat. 433c, 436c.
35 Amm. On Int. 35.1 ff.
36 Amm. On Int., 35.5–11.
37 Amm. On Int., 35.13–15; see above, Crat. 384d.
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38 Amm. On Int. 35.16 ff: . . . ἀλλὰ τίθεσθαι µὲν τὰ ὀνóµατα ὑπὸ µóνoυ τoῦ ὀνoµατoθέτoυ, τoῦτoν δὲ εἶναι τὸν ἐπιστήµoνα τῆς
ϕύσεως τῶν πραγµάτων oἰκεῖoν τῇ ἑκάστoυ τῶν ὄντων ϕύσει ἐπιϕηµίζoντα ὄνoµα, ἢ τὸν ὑπηρετoύµενoν τῷ ἐπιστήµoνι
καὶ διδασκóµενoν µὲν παρ’ ἐκείνoυ τὴν oὐσίαν ἑκάστoυ τῶν ὄντων . . .

39 Amm. On Int., 35.16–18.
40 Ammonius inserts another factor when it comes to a “correct” attribution of a name to a thing and this is the “correspondence” of

masculine/feminine gender to a thing’s “function.” Thus, the name-givers correctly gave masculine names to rivers and feminine
to seas and lakes, since the latter “receive” the former (On Int., 35.20 ff.).

41 Amm. On Int., 36.22–26: ∆ῆλoν oὖν ὅτι συντρέχει τὸ δεύτερoν τῶν <τoῦ> ϕύσει σηµαινoµένων τῷ δευτέρῳ τῶν <τoῦ>
θέσει· τὰ γὰρ ὑπὸ τoῦ ὀνoµατoθέτoυ τιθέµενα ὡς µὲν oἰκείως ἔχoντα πρὸς τὰ πράγµατα, oἷς κεῖνται, ϕύσει ἂν καλoῖντo,
ὡς δὲ τεθέντα ὑπó τινoς θέσει.

42 Crat. 386a ff.
43 386a ff.
44 Amm. On Int. 37.1–13.
45 See above, note 35.
46 Amm. On Int. 39.35–40.1: ῾Ο δέ γε Ἀριστoτέλης ὅτι κατὰ συνθήκην τὸ ὄνoµα ὑπoµιµνήσκει . . . καὶ oὐχ ὁµoίωµα ϕυσικóν,

ἀλλ᾿ εἴπερ ἄρα, τὸ ὅλoν τoῦτo κατὰ τέχνην ὁµoίωµα· . . . .
47 See above, p. 8.
48 Amm. On Int., 35.6–8.
49 In the Cratylus, Socrates defines the ”techne” by which the name-giver assigns names: Crat. 389a2, 393d4; 389d4–390a8 and

390e1–4; 387c1 and6–7, 388c1.
50 Crat. 389a2; 390e1–4; 393d4.
51 Procl. On Crat. 123.1–6.
52 This pair does not occur in Plato and it is typical Neoplatonic terminology.
53 See Crat. 394e8–11: Socrates argues that the name Orestes is by no means false, since either it was given by chance or by a poet, or

by someone who reveals the atrocity and the roughness of this particular character.
54 Proclus On Crat., 72.25–73.1.
55 Amm. On Int. 40.18–22: εἰ δὲ τὸ ὄνoµα καὶ σύµβoλoν καὶ ὁµoίωµα τεχνητὸν ἀξιoῦµεν καλεῖν, oὐ θαυµαστóν· ἔσται γὰρ

τὸ µὲν ἀσκóπως τεθὲν µóνως σύµβoλoν, τὸ δὲ κατὰ λóγoν ὡς µὲν δυνάµενoν ἐξ ἄλλων καὶ ἄλλων συγκεῖσθαι συλλαβῶν
ἐoικὸς τoῖς συµβóλoις, ὡς δὲ τῇ ϕύσει τoῦ ὀνoµαζoµένoυ πρoσῆκoν ὁµoίωµα, καὶ oὐ σύµβoλoν.

56 This idea is expressed in the Cratylys and is adopted by Proclus; see (Van den Berg 2004, pp. 192–93).
57 Amm. On Int. 34.15 ff.
58 See more specifically Amm. On Int. 37.14–18.
59 Physics2.6, 197b29.
60 Meteor. 1.9, 347a11.
61 On the Soul 2.1, 412a1.
62 Amm. On Int. 37.18–23.
63 Arist. Cat. 7a5–7: ἐνίoτε καὶ ὀνoµατoπoιεῖν ἴσως ἀναγκαῖoν, ἐὰν µὴ κείµενoν ᾖ ὄνoµα πρὸς ὃ oἰκείως ἂν ἀπoδoθείη. Aristotle

explicitly denotes his difficult position when he realizes the lack of terms in cases where he needs to express new concepts and he
finally invents words (see Kotzia 2007b, p. 1092; Nic. Eth.) 1108a17–19: πειρατέoν αὐτoὺς ὀνoµατoπoιεῖν σαϕηνείας ἕνεκα

καὶ τoῦ εὐπαρακoλoυθήτoυ.
64 Arist. Cat. 7a18–20: oὕτω δὲ ῥᾶστα ἂν ἴσως τις λαµβάνει oἷς µὴ κεῖται ὀνóµατα, εἰ ἀπὸ τῶν πρώτων καὶ τoῖς πρὸς αὐτὰ

ἀντιστρέϕoυσι τιθείη τὰ ὀνóµατα.
65 Arist. Rhet. 1405a36: δεῖ ἐκ τῶν συγγενῶν καὶ ὁµoειδῶν µεταϕέρειν <ἐπὶ> τὰ ἀνώνυµα ὠνoµασµένως.
66 For an overall discussion on Aristotle’s name-assigning, see (Chriti 2018).
67 See, e.g., Amm. On Cat. 72.16 ff. and 73.8 ff. See also Amm. On Porph. ‘Intr.’, 53.15 ff.
68 This issue was also discussed by Porphyry, who says that philosophers usually treat unknown matters, and thus they need new

words, either by using already adopted ones but with a metaphorical meaning, or by coining totally new ones (On Cat. 55.12–14).
69 Amm. On Int. 37.18–27; on the derivation of words in Aristotle in general, see (Vasiliadis 2010).
70 At this point, where the ancient text is corrupt, it seems reasonable to adopt the observation of Blank (1996, p. 151) that the name

of a philosopher would be expected. As he cites “Dousareios of Petra” has been suggested.
71 Amm. On Int., 38.23–26.
72 On this particular kind of speech and also on “prophetic discourse” in antiquity, see (Christidis 2007), and particularly pp. 1372–75.
73 Amm. On Int. 38.26–28.
74 As Van den Berg (2004, p. 198) stresses.
75 Amm. On Cat. 15.4–9.
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76 On this specific discussion, see (Chriti 2019).
77 Amm. On Int. 40.19–24: . . . συνᾴδoντα τoῖς ἐν Kρατύλῳ περὶ τoῦ ὀνóµατoς ὑπὸ τoῦ Σωκράτoυς παραδεδoµένoις· καὶ γὰρ

ἐκεῖνoς τὸ ὄνoµα µίµηµα.
78 On Interpretation 16a26–28.
79 In contrast to what Hermogenes supports in Plato’s Crat. 386a ff.
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